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ABSTRACT 

Data mining techniques provides facility to design and develop predictive 

model for health care classification. Hospital data is analyzed using different 

models for a good and reasonable prediction of results. This project works make 

used of two algorithms (model), the Logistic Regression and Artificial Neural 

Networks under the predictive method of data mining. 

The analysis was carried out on 306 cases with four variables. The outcome 

of the result generated during the training and testing of the model using the 

dataset provided shows that logistic regression model 74.80 percent efficient and 

that of neural network is 79.80 percent efficient. This shows that Artificial Neural 

Network is more efficient over Logistic Regression. 
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CHAPTER ONE 

1.0 Introduction 

Generally speaking, data mining aims to extract knowledge and insight 

through the analysis of large amounts of data using sophisticated modeling 

techniques. It converts data into knowledge and actionable information. The data 

to be analyzed may reside in well-organized data marts and data warehouses or 

may be extracted from various unstructured data sources. A data mining 

procedure has many stages. It typically involves extensive data management 

before the application of a statistical or machine learning algorithm and the 

development of an appropriate model. Specialized software packages have been 

developed (data mining tools), which can support the whole data mining 

procedure. 

Data mining models consist of a set of rules, equations, or complex 

‘‘transfer functions’’ that can be used to identify useful data patterns, 

understand, and predict behaviors [1]. 

 

The Healthcare industry is among the most information intensive 

industries. Medical information, knowledge and data keep growing on a daily 

basis. It has been estimated that an acute care hospital may generate five 
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terabytes of data a year [2]. The ability to use these data to extract useful 

information for quality healthcare is crucial. 

Medical informatics plays a very important role in the use of clinical data. In 

such discoveries pattern recognition is important for the diagnosis of new 

diseases and the study of different patterns found when classification of data 

takes place. It is known that “Discovery of HIV infection and Hepatitis type C 

were inspired by analysis of clinical courses unexpected by experts on 

immunology and hepatology, respectively” [3]. 

Computer assisted information retrieval may help support quality decision 

making and to avoid human error. Although human decision-making is often 

optimal, it is poor when there are huge amounts of data to be classified. Also 

efficiency and accuracy of decisions will decrease when humans are put into 

stress and immense work. Imagine a doctor who has to examine 5 patient 

records; he or she will go through them with ease. But if the number of records 

increases from 5 to 50 with a time constraint, it is almost certain that the 

accuracy with which the doctor delivers the results will not be as high as the 

ones obtained when he had only five records to be analyzed. 

Structured query languages (SQL) are well known software tools with very little 

freedom for manipulations and SQL is useful for finding information, as long as 

the user knows perfectly what he or she is searching for. Once the user provides 
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the Query the processor will provide the user with the exact answer that is 

required for the solution. Sometimes we come across cases where the patient has 

symptoms of fever and sweating. SQL cannot provide us with a diagnosis or 

decision about whether the patient is having a headache or a cold based on the 

information provided. 

This lead to the use of data mining in medical informatics, the database that is 

found in the hospitals, namely, the hospital information systems (HIS) 

containing massive amounts of information which includes patients information, 

data from laboratories which keeps on growing year after year. With the help of 

data mining methods, useful patterns of information can be found within the 

data, which will be utilized for further research and evaluation of reports. The 

other question that arises is how to classify or group this massive amount of 

data. Automatic classification is done based on similarities present in the data. 

The automatic classification technique is only proven fruitful if the conclusion 

that is drawn by the automatic classifier is acceptable to the clinician or the end 

user. 

 

1.1 Statement of the problem 

There have been different algorithms that have been used when working with 

data in a bit to analyze them and give their results in a meaningful form. It is not 
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ultimately wise or enough to use a single algorithm to work on datasets as some 

of the result might not rightly fit for an accurate result. Researchers should be 

able to use more than one model on a single dataset or use should be able to 

present two sets of data and use different models for them. In this project, we 

will be dealing with breast Cancer using two models. 

 

1.2 Aims and Objectives 

The aim of this project is to show that data mining models can be applied to 

extract useful patterns from medical databases, to predict or classify data with a 

reasonable accuracy. For a good prediction or classification, the learning 

algorithms must be provided with a good training set from which rules or 

patterns are extracted to help classify the testing dataset. Once the testing data is 

classified with reasonable accuracy, the following becomes the objectives of this 

project: 

1. To show that artificial intelligence algorithms are used in Medical 

Institutes on medical datasets. 

2. To know the strength of prediction level of each data mining models that 

will be used in this project and also show the most accurate model. 
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3. To show which of the best Data mining models that is most suitable for 

use among the two Models that will be used. 

4. To outline some recommendations for using more than one data mining 

models in Health Sector. 

 

1.3 Scope of Study 

This study is centered on using two models namely Logistic Regression 

and Neural Networks to work on breast cancer datasets in Health Care 

Institution. 

 

1.4 Methodology 

Dataset is gotten from an open source [15]. This study contains case study 

that is conducted at the university of Chicago’s billing hospital on the patients 

who undergone surgery for breast cancer. The datasets for breast cancer was 

collected, build an algorithm then apply the models, and interpret the results. 

A number of data mining algorithms will be used in this work to show the 

drawbacks and advantages of each of them based on their final result. Summary 

of the methodology are listed below: 

 Collect dataset on breast cancer and classify them into variables. 
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 Use logistic regression models to analyze hospital data based on survival 

status of patients with breast cancer and comparing the fitness of the 

model. 

 Use Neural Networks model to analyze the hospital data based on survival 

status of patients with breast cancer. 

 And compare these two models to show which one is fit for good 

prediction. 

 

1.5 Structure of Study 

Chapter1 provides an elementary detail into this study; it contains the 

background of the study as represented by introduction. The chapter provides 

the introductory aspect to this study, Statement of the problem, the scope of the 

study inclusive with aims, objective and method of research. 

Chapter 2 provides more detail of data mining in health care. 

Chapter 3 is the system architecture, an algorithm that describes the step by step 

method used to initialize and complete the Data Mining process.  

Chapter 4 contains the results from the Data mining. The chapter contains the 

data analysis and test of the model. 

Chapter 5 contains the conclusion, recommendations. 
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This project contains references and appendices containing the tables, 

charts/graphs from the data analysis. 
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CHAPTER TWO 

2.0 LITERATURE REVIEW 

With the evolution of machines, we have found that some tiring and 

routine or complex mathematical calculations can be done using calculators, 

finding specific information in a large database can be done using machines fast 

and easily. We use machines for storing information; remind us of 

appointments, and so on. As the size of the data was increasing computer 

storage has increased. Due to the vast amount of data that was being created 

humans invented algorithms that produce results once a query is supplied. 

Although these tools perform very well, they can be used to perform only 

routine tasks. Automatic classifications and other machine intelligence 

algorithms cannot be done using standard database languages. This has led to 

the creation of machine intelligence algorithms that can perform tasks supplied 

by humans and make decisions without human supervision. From the evolution 

of machine intelligence came data mining. In data mining, algorithms seek out 

patterns and rules within the data from which sets of rules are derived. 

Algorithms can automatically classify the data based on similarities (rules and 

patterns) obtained between the training on the testing data set. 

Today, data mining has grown so vast that they can be used in many 

applications; examples include predicting costs of corporate expense claims, in 
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risk management, in financial analysis, in insurance, in process control in 

manufacturing, in healthcare, and in other fields. 

Let us consider an example in health care. The number of people feeling sick 

and getting admitted into clinics and hospitals are increasing proportionally. The 

growing number of patients indirectly increases amount of data that are required 

to be stored. If a small number of patients, visit a doctor during a given 

redundant, the doctor will be able to work efficiently and provide proper care of 

the patient. Now consider the case when there is a large number of patients’ 

coming to meet this doctor in the same period. We will find the quality of care 

of the doctor will decrease. If the doctor has another colleague at his side he can 

at times ask him for a second opinion before making decisions about the patient. 

The idea of having a colleague next door at all times is not a feasible solution. 

Using computers to provide a second opinion to the doctor can be a feasible 

solution. The computers will search for patterns within the database and will 

provide the doctor with a fast opinion of what the diagnosis of the patient could 

be. 

 

2.1 Major tasks of data mining 

In general, data mining can be classified into two categories: descriptive and 

predictive data mining. The former describes the dataset in a concise and 
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summary manner and presents interesting general properties; whereas the later 

constructs one or a set of models, performs inference on the available set of data, 

and attempts to predict the behaviour of new data sets. 

A data mining system may accomplish one or more of the following data 

mining tasks. [4] 

 

1. Class description: class description provides a concise and brief 

summarization of a collection of data and distinguishes it from others. The 

summarization of a collection of data is called characterization; whereas 

the comparison between two or more collection is called comparison or 

discrimination. Class description should cover not only its summary 

properties such as count, sum and average, but also its properties on data 

dispersion, such as variance, quartiles, etc. 

2. Association: Association is the discovery of association relationships or 

correlation among sets of items. They are often expressed in the rule form 

showing attribute-value conditions that occurs frequently together in a 

given set of data. An association rule in the form of Y => Y is interpreted 

as “database tuples that satisfy X are likely to satisfy Y” Association 

analysis is widely used in transaction data analysis for directed marketing, 

catalog design, and other business making process. 
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Substantial research has been performed recently on association analysis 

with efficient algorithms proposed, including the level-wise. A priori 

search, mining multiple dimensional associations, mining associations for 

numerical, categorical, and interval data, meta-pattern directed of 

constraint-based mining, and mining correlations. 

3. Classification: classification analyzes a set of training data and constructs 

a model for each class based on the features in the data. A decision tree or 

a set of classification rules is generated by such a classification process, 

which can be for better understanding of each class in the database and for 

classification of future data. Classification can be used in customer 

segmentation, business modeling and credit analysis. 

4. Prediction: This mining function predicts the possible values of some 

missing values or data distribution of a certain attributes relevant in a set 

of objects. It involves the finding of the set of attributes relevant to the 

attributes of interest (e.g. statistical analysis) and predicting value 

distribution based on the set of data similar to the selected objects(s). In 

this task, regression analysis, generalized model, correlation analysis and 

decision trees are useful in quality prediction. Genetic algorithm and 

neural network model are popular used in prediction. 
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5. Clustering: Clustering analysis is to identify clusters embedded in the 

data, where a cluster is a collection of data objects that are similar to one 

another. Similarity can be expressed by distance function, specified by 

users or experts. A good clustering method produces high quality clusters 

to ensure that the inter-cluster similarity is low and the intra-cluster 

similarity is high.  

Data mining research has been focused on high quality and scalable 

clustering methods for large databases and multidimensional data ware-

houses. 

6. Time-series analysis: Time-series is to analyze large set of time series to 

find a certain regularities and interesting characteristics including search 

for similar sequences, and mining sequential patterns, periodicities, trends 

and deviations. For example, one may predict the trend in stock values for 

a company based on its stock history, business situation, competitors’ 

performance and current market. 

There are also other data miming task, such as outlier analysis etc. 

identification of new data mining tasks to make better use of the collected data 

itself is an interesting research topic. 

Using any of these tasks requires a deep knowledge on how data each models 

are applied to the data that suit them. This means that the nature of data in the 
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war house depends on the type of model to use. And how the model are being 

used, this is where concept of machine learning comes into play 

 

2.2 Machine Learning. 

Machine Learning is the study of computer algorithms that improve 

automatically through experience [5]. Applications of machine learning range 

from data mining programs that discover general rules in large data sets, to 

information filtering systems that automatically learn users' interests. Machine 

learning can be used to develop systems resulting in increased efficiency and 

effectiveness of the system. 

Machine learning is also called concept learning. That is, computers can learn 

concepts and patterns within the data. Machine learning is considered successful 

when it can correctly find all the instances that consist of the right patterns and 

concepts. Although at times a machine cannot categorize correctly all the 

instances due to high variations in attributes present in the data. 

The two important areas of application in machine intelligence are the following 

 Knowledge discovery 

Knowledge discovery is defined as ``the non-trivial extraction of implicit, 

unknown, and potentially useful information from data'' [6] 

 Classification and Prediction 
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Classification is probably the oldest and most widely-used of all the KDD 

approaches [7]. Classification is learning a function that maps (classifies) a data 

item into one of several predefined classes. [8]. Patterns that are extracted using 

machine intelligence can be used to predict which class the data falls under A 

decision support system is similar to a machine learning system; it is a system 

that suggests decisions based on the patterns found in the data. There are three 

components that are required for a decision support system. 

 The requirements of the end user 

 Hardware and software products for the decision support systems 

 Interpreting with data mining process. 

Listed below are a few applications that use machine intelligence 

 Making credit decisions 

 Increasing yield in chemical process control [9] 

 Automatic classification of celestial objects [9] 

 

2.2.1 Knowledge Discovery in databases [KDD] and data mining. 

Traditional methods (Methods used before computers where introduced 

into healthcare) use manual analysis to find patterns or extract knowledge from 

the database. For example in the case of health care, the health organizations 
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(e.g. the Center for Disease Control in the US) analyze the trends in diseases and 

the occurrence rates. This helps health organizations take precautions in future 

in decision making and planning of health care management. 

The traditional method is used to analyze data manually for patterns for the 

extraction of knowledge. Take any field like banking, mechanic, healthcare, and 

marketing; there will always be a data analyst to work with the data and 

analyzing the final results. The analyst acts like an interface between the data 

and knowledge. We can, using machine intelligence assist the analyst to produce 

similar results or knowledge from the data. 

When we encounter patterns within a database we state the findings 

(patterns or rules) as data mining, information retrieval or knowledge extraction 

and so on. The term data mining is used mostly by statisticians, data analysts 

and the management information systems (MIS) [7]. The difference between 

data mining and knowledge discovery is that the latter is the application of 

different intelligent algorithms to extract patterns from the data whereas 

knowledge discovery is the overall process that is involved in discovering 

knowledge from data. There are other steps such as data preprocessing, data 

selection, data cleaning, and data visualization, which are also a part of the KDD 

process.  
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2.2.2 The KDD Process 

Knowledge discovery is the process of automatically generating information 

formalized in a form “understandable” to humans [10]. 

 

 

Figure 2.0 

Three components are required for the KDD process, which are the following: 

 A goal is the outcome we need to find from analyzing the data; Example: 

how many people with X Y Z symptoms died with cancer? 

 A database is where all the data and information about the system is 

located. Usually this stage is used to know the background information. 

This information provided will be related with the training data or 

examples provided which is used for the next stage. Example, what does 

this attribute in the database stand for?  

 A set of training examples, as described earlier, the system that is created 

is automated, meaning the user only have to put in the database and 
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information about what he needs to find. First the system should be 

trained so that it can analyze the similarities between various attributes of 

the training examples. The rules obtained can be used to predict the 

outcomes in the testing examples. 

An outline of the steps that are in Figure 1 will be adequate for understanding 

the concepts required for the KDD process. The following are the steps 

involved:  

STEP 1:- The first step is to predefine our mission or a goal before discovering 

knowledge. We also have to point out from which database we can obtain the 

knowledge. 

STEP2:- Consider a case where we have millions of data points. We have to 

select a subset of the database to perform the required knowledge discovery 

steps. Selection is the process of selecting the right data from the database on 

which the tools in data mining can be used to extract information, knowledge 

and pattern from the provided raw data. 

STEP3:- Data preprocessing and data cleaning. In this step we try to eliminate 

noise that is present in the data. Noise can be defined as some form of error 

within the data. Some of the tools used here can be used for filling missing 

values and elimination of duplicates in the database. 
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STEP 4:- Transformation of data in this step can be defined as decreasing the 

dimensionality of the data that is sent for data mining. Usually there are cases 

where there are a high number of attributes in the database for a particular case. 

With the reduction of dimensionality we increase the efficiency of the data-

mining step with respect to the accuracy and time utilization. 

STEP 5:- The data mining step is the major step in data KDD. This is when the 

cleaned and preprocessed data is sent into the intelligent algorithms for 

classification, clustering, similarity search within the data, and so on. Here we 

chose the algorithms that are suitable for discovering patterns in the data. Some 

of the algorithms provide better accuracy in terms of knowledge discovery than 

others. Thus selecting the right algorithms can be crucial at this point. 

STEP 6:- Interpretation. In this step the mined data is presented to the end user 

in a human-viewable format. This involves data visualization, which the user 

interprets and understands the discovered knowledge obtained by the algorithms. 

 

2.2.3 Text mining 

Data can exist in many forms such as videos, images and text. Data 

mining can be used to extract useful information from any form of data. Text 

mining is the application of intelligent algorithms to extract useful information 

from unstructured text. 
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In text mining the goal is to discover unknown information. Thus to convert the 

KDD process to map in the text mining process we will have to replace all the 

instances of the word data in Figure 1 by text in all the steps of the KDD 

process. 

Text mining is important given that many systems include databases with 

attributes present in text format. The algorithms in data mining need not be 

modified for each type of data. Typically data has to be converted either to text 

format or to binary format by the compiler before being classified by the 

algorithms. 

Similarly to data mining, text mining has many applications. Some of 

them are the following: Retrieving documents: Query processing plays a very 

important role in efficient information retrieval. With the help of text mining we 

will be able to effectively produce queries that generate better results with 

respect to the completeness and the effectiveness of the retrieval process. 

 

2.2.3.1 Document Identification. 

  The goal of automatic-learning algorithms is to analyze documents based 

on patterns and categorize them accordingly. This goal is accomplished by 

means of keywords, which are used to identify which author has written the 

document and also can be used for automatic classification of research papers 
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and journals. This is done by comparing technical taxonomies, linguistics or 

even using the frequency count method (Depending on the frequency of certain 

words used we can sometimes identify the author). 

Prediction or forecasting: Based on time series, we can use text mining for 

prediction, which will prove useful in forecasting and finding the changes that 

need to be made using time sensitive patterns. 

Other advance cases for the use of text mining are in the area of genomic 

analysis and DNA study. 

One important issue in text mining is the existence of duplicates and 

inconsistencies in the data. Usually there are cases when text is repeated or some 

attributes are present in two different scales. There are cases when there are 

missing attributes. With the help of preprocessing, we can eradicate to a certain 

extent most of the noise present in the data. Data processing results in greater 

efficiency in running the intelligent algorithms. 

 

2.3  Health informatics 

Healthcare is a very research intensive field and the largest consumer of 

public funds.  

With the emergence of computers and new algorithms, health care has seen an 

increase of computer tools and could no longer ignore these emerging tools. 
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This resulted in uniting of healthcare and computing to form health informatics 

(Health informatics exists since the 1950’s). This is expected to create more 

efficiency and effectiveness in the health care system, while at the same time, 

improve the quality of health care and lower cost. 

Health informatics is an emerging field [11]. It is especially important as it deals 

with collection, organization, storage of health related data. With the growing 

number of patient and health care requirements, having an automated system 

will be better in organizing, retrieving and classifying of medical data. 

Physicians can input the patient data through electronic health forms and can run 

a decision support system on the data input to have an opinion about the 

patient’s health and the care required. An example in the advances in health 

informatics can be the diagnosis of a patient is health by a doctor practicing in 

another part of the world. Thus healthcare organizations can share information 

regarding a patient which will cut costs for communication and at the same time 

be more efficient in providing care to the patient. 

There are other issues like data security and privacy, which is equally 

important when considering health related data. Thus Health informatics "deals 

with biomedical information, data and knowledge--their storage, retrieval, and 

optimal use for problem solving and decision making" [11]. This is a highly 
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interdisciplinary subject where fields in medicine, engineering, statistics, 

computer science and many more come together to form a single field. 

With the help of smart algorithms and machine intelligence we can provide the 

quality of healthcare by having, problem solving and decision-making systems. 

Information systems can help in supporting clinical care in addition to helping 

administrative tasks. Thus the physicians will have more time to spend with the 

patients rather than filling up manual forms. 

First, the paper forms that are filled by the physicians are converted into 

electronic forms. Programs can be built around these forms to help in input 

validations. Some of the validation steps can be in the form of cautions provided 

when fields are inputted with invalid values; another type of validation can be to 

make sure attributes of high priority are not left empty by the user. 

The informatics part of health care can take care of the structuring; 

searching, organizing and decision making with the emergence in health 

informatics came many important research ideas and fields of study. 

 

2.4 Breast Cancer – A Related Work  

A literature survey showed that there have been several studies on the 

survivability prediction problem using statistical approaches and artificial neural 

networks. However, we could only find a few studies related to medical 
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diagnosis and survivability using data mining approaches like decision trees 

[12]. 

The study outlined, discussed and resolved the issues, algorithms, and 

techniques for the problem of breast cancer survivability prediction in SEER 

database. Unlike the pre-classification process used in [13], the approaches used 

was taken into consideration, besides the Survival Time Recode, the Vital Status 

Recode and Cause of Death . The experimental results show that their approach 

outperforms the approach used in [13]. 

This study clearly shows that the preliminary results are promising for the 

application of the data mining methods into the survivability prediction problem 

in medical databases. The analysis does not include records with missing data. 

[13] 
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CHAPTER THREE 

3.0 System Architecture and Model 

3.1 System Architecture 

The different components of the systems are as connected as shown in Figure 

3.0 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3.0 

The flow of the system starts with the collection or raw data, which is 

used for data mining. This data is first preprocessed by the tool and converted 

into formats understood by the different tools that are used in the mining 

process. 

3.1.1  Raw Data. 

Raw data for breast cancer was collected from an open source [15] 

supplied from University of Chicago's Billings Hospital. The raw data has 306 

instances of records on breast cancer with four attributes namely; the age of the 

RAW Data 

Processing the Data 

Modeling tools 

Result obtained and Result analysis. 

Warehouse 
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patient at time of operation which is numerical format, the patient’s year of 

operation (Year -1900) which is also in numerical format, numbers of positive 

axillary nodes detected which is in numerical format also and the survival status 

that has two class attributes. With no missing values. 

 

3.1.2  Data Processing. 

Data was listed in comma form and was later transformed into a comma 

separated format (CSV). The .csv format is used in Microsoft excel to export the 

data into the SPSS software where coding of the data into variables for modeling 

is done. For future guide and those who might find this project useful, the format 

varies because data can be ordered in different formats depending on the 

software tool being used. It may also require you a direct input by typing in the 

data (for data that are relatively small) or the software might be so intelligent to 

accept copy and paste method using columns and row method. These contains 

two distinct variables they are independent variables and dependent variables. 

For the purpose of the model that will be used in this project, the independent 

variable was identified as the one that has class attributes, the survival status. 

The survival status has two class attributes namely: the patient survived five 
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years or longer and the patient died within five years. This subclass attribute was 

coded into 1 and 2 respectively. 

3.1.3  Modeling. 

The step two can be coded on white paper then transferred into the tools 

used for data mining. The tool in this case represents the software used to 

perform the models which is the Statistical Package for Social Sciences. After 

coding the data, the model method is applied on the variables that is being 

presented. 

3.1.4  Result and Analysis:  

The result of the model used is generated and analyzed. Results can be 

compared when several software are used to test for the validity of result. This 

step is presented in Chapter four of this project. 
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CHAPTER FOUR 

4.0 System Implementation 

4.1 Tools used. 

Statistical Package for social Sciences (SPSS) 

4.2 Variable Selection 

The dataset [15 ] contains cases from a study that was conducted between    

1958 and 1970 at the University of Chicago's Billings Hospital on   the survival 

of patients who had undergone surgery for breast   cancer. Number of Instances 

is 306 with four (4) Attributes (including the class attribute). These attributes are 

as follows:  Age of patient at time of operation (numerical),  Patient's year of 

operation (year - 1900, numerical), Number of positive axillary nodes detected 

(numerical), Survival status the class attribute for the survival status was coded 

to: 1 = the patient survived 5 years or longer 2 = the patient died within 5 year. 

With these sets of attributes, the survival Status is set as the dependent variable 

while others are set as covariates. 

4.3 Modeling and Pattern Recognition 

In modeling, there are several models used in data mining; Logistic 

Regression, Neural Networks, Decision Tree, etc. each of this is used based on 
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the nature of data that is been extracted from the warehouse for mining. The 

pattern for this type of data allows me to use Logistic Regression and Neural 

Networks Model. 

4.3.1 LOGISTIC REGRESSION 

4.3.1.1 REGRESSION 

In simplest terms, regression is a statistical procedure which attempts to 

predict the values of a given variable, (termed the dependent, outcome, or 

response variable) based on the values of one or more other variables (called 

independent variables, predictors, or covariates). The result of a regression is 

usually an equation (or model) which summarizes the relationship between the 

dependent and independent variable(s). Typically, the model is accompanied by 

summary statistics describing how well the model fits the data, the amount of 

variation in the outcome accounted for by the model, and a basis for comparing 

the existing model to other similar models. By comparing these statistics across 

multiple models, it is possible to determine a combination and order of 

independent variables that most satisfactorily predict the values of the outcome. 

Numerous forms of regression have been developed to predict the values 

of a wide variety of outcome measures. Since the focus of regression modeling 

is on the response variable, the type of regression you use will be dictated by the 

type of response variable you are analyzing and by your eventual analytic goal. 
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Given the limited space, but for the purpose of the variables possessed by the 

data am using, I will be considering logistic regression only under the regression 

model. 

4.3.1.2 LOGISTIC 

In this paragraph, Logistic is referred to as logistic regression (a model that will 

also be used in this study). 

LOGISTIC REGRESSION 

The primary distinction between any form of regression say linear 

regression and logistic procedures is that the latter is intended for the modeling 

of dichotomous categorical outcomes (e.g., dead vs. alive, cancer vs. none,…). 

Logistic and linear regressions are both based on many of the same assumptions 

and theory. While convenient in many ways this presents a minor problem with 

regard to the outcome. Since the outcome is dichotomous, predicting unit 

change has little or no meaning. As an alternative to modeling the value of the 

outcome, logistic regression focuses instead upon the relative probability (odds) 

of obtaining a given result category. As it turns out the natural logarithm of the 

odds is linear across most of its range, allowing us to continue using many of the 

methods developed for linear models. 
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The result of this type of regression can be expressed as follows: 

𝑳𝒏 [
𝒑

(𝟏−𝒑)
] = 𝒃𝟎 + 𝒃𝟏𝒙𝟏 + 𝒃𝟐𝒙𝟐 + 𝒃𝟑𝒙𝟑 … 𝒃𝒌𝒙𝑲 + 𝒆 …(1) 

Where 𝒑 represents the probability of an event (e.g., death), 𝒃𝟎 is the y-

intercept, and 𝒙𝟏 to 𝒙𝒌 represent the independent variables included in the 

model. As with the linear model, each independent variable’s association with 

the outcome (log odds) is indicated by the coefficients 𝒃𝟏 to 𝒃𝒌 . Again, an error 

term, 𝒆 is included to account for differences between the observed outcome 

values and those predicted by the model. In effect, we are trying to model the 

probability that an event is a result of a linear combination of variables as 

indicated in the equation above. 

A binomial logistic regression (often referred to simply as logistic 

regression) predicts the probability what an observation falls into one of two 

categories of a dichotomous dependent variable based on one or two 

independent variables that can be either continuous or categorical. 

 

4.3.2 Neural Networks 

Neural networks are complex non-linear models, built from components 

that individually behave similarly to a regression model. They can be visualized 

as graphs1, and some sub-graphs may exist with behaviour similar to that of 
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logic gates. Although the structure of a neural network is explicitly designed 

beforehand, the processing that the network does in order to produce a 

hypothesis (and therefore, the various logic gates and other processing structures 

within the network) evolves during the learning process. This allows a neural 

network to be used as a solver that “programs itself”, in contrast to typical 

algorithms that must be designed and coded explicitly [16]. 

Though Logistic regression is a powerful tool but it can only form simple 

hypotheses, since it operates on a linear combination of the input values (albeit 

applying a non-linear function as soon as possible). Neural networks are 

constructed from layers of such non-linear mixing elements, allowing 

development of more complex hypotheses. These layers are called hidden 

layers. This is achieved by stacking [16] logistic regression networks to produce 

more complex behaviour. The inclusion of extra non-linear mixing stages 

between the input and the output nodes can increase the complexity of the 

network, allowing it to develop more advanced hypotheses. This is relatively 

simple. 

 

  

Figure 4.0 
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4.4 Models Performance 

4.4.1 Logistics Regression Analysis 

From Appendix A, I will be analyzing the results generated by the model used in 

this analysis block by block 

Model Summary 

Case Processing Summary 

Unweighted Casesa N Percent 

Selected Cases Included in Analysis 306 100.0 

Missing Cases 0 .0 

Total 306 100.0 

 Unselected Cases 0 .0 

Total 306 100.0 

a. If weight is in effect, see classification table for the total number of cases. 

Table 4.0 

The table below shows that there are 306 cases or instances used in this analysis 

and there is no missing values. 

Block 0 : Beginning block 
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Classification Tablea,b 

 

Observed  

Predicted 

 Survival_status 

 The patient survived 

5 years or longer 

The patient died 

within 5 year 

Step 0 

Survival_status 

The patient survived 

5 years or longer 

225 0 

The patient died 

within 5 year 

81 0 

a. Constant is included in the model. 

b. The cut value is .500 

Table 4.1 

The above represents the frequency of the survival status based on the class 

attribute assigned to them (the number of patient that survived 5 years or longer 

was recorded as 225, and the numbers of patients that died within the 5 years of 

treatment (operation) was 81. 
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Classification Tablea,b 

 

Observed   

Predicted 

 Survival_Status 

 The patient 

survived 5 

years or longer 

The patient 

died within 5 

year 

Percentage 

Correct 

Step 

0 

Survival_status The patient 

survived 5 years 

or longer 

225 0 100.0 

The patient died 

within 5 year 

81 0 .0 

 Overall 

Percentage 

   73.5 

a. Constant is included in the model. 

b. The cut value is .500 

Table 4.2 

Block 0 output is for a model that includes only the intercept (which SPSS 

calls the constant). Given the base rates of the two decision options (225/306 = 

73.5% that the patient survived 5 years or longer, 26.5% has it that the patient 

dies within five years), and no other information, the best strategy is to predict, 

for every case, that the in the case, there is maximum prediction will be that 

patients will always survived more than five years of treatments. Using that 

strategy, you would be correct 73.5% of the time. 
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Variables in the Equation 

  B S.E. Wald df Sig. Exp(B) 

Step 0 Constant -1.022 .130 62.166 1 .000 .360 

Table 4.3 

Under Variables in the Equation you see that the intercept-only model is 

ln(odds) = -1.022. If we exponentiate both sides of this expression we find that 

our predicted odds [Exp(B)] = .360. That is, the predicted odds of the patient 

that survived 5 years or longer is .360. Since 225 of our subjects is patient that 

survived 5 years or longer and 81 is the patients that died within 5 years, our 

observed odds are 81/225 = .360. 

Block 1: Method = Enter 

Omnibus Tests of Model Coefficients 

  Chi-square df Sig. 

Step 1 Step 25.432 3 .000 

Block 25.432 3 .000 

Model 25.432 3 .000 

Table 4.4 

Now look at the Block 1 output. Here SPSS has added the remaining three 

variables as predictors. Omnibus Tests of Model Coefficients gives us a Chi-
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Square of 25.432 on 3 df, significant beyond .001. This is a test of the null 

hypothesis that adding the gender variable to the model has not significantly 

increased our ability to predict the decisions made by our subjects. 

Model Summary 

Step -2 Log likelihood Cox & Snell R Square Nagelkerke R Square 

1 328.256a .080 .116 

a. Estimation terminated at iteration number 4 because parameter estimates 

changed by less than .001. 

Table 4.5 

Under Model Summary we see that the -2 Log Likelihood statistic is 328.256. 

This statistic measures the model predicts the status -- the smaller the statistic 

the better the model. Although SPSS does not give us this statistic for the model 

that had only the intercept, I know it to be 353.256. Adding the all the variables 

reduced the -2 Log Likelihood statistic by 435.256 - 328.256 = 25.432. The Cox 

& Snell R2 can be interpreted like R2 in a multiple regression, but cannot reach 

a maximum value of 1. The Nagelkerke R2 can reach a maximum of 1. 
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Variables in the Equation 

   

  B S.E. Wald df Sig. 

Step 1a Age_of_patient_at_time

_of_operation 

.020 .013 2.442 1 .118 

Patient_year_of_operati

on 

-.010 .042 .054 1 .816 

Number_of_positive_ax

illary_nodes_detected 

.088 .020 19.853 1 .000 

Constant -1.862 2.675 .484 1 .487 

a. Variable(s) entered on step 1: Age_of_patient_at_time_of_operation, 

Patient_year_of_operation, Number_of_positive_axillary_nodes_detected. 

Table 4.6 

 

The variables in Equation shows that the regression is in(ODDS). For each of 

the variables is a constant result to calculate their in(ODDS). For 

Age_of_patient_at_time_of_operation is given by -1.862+0.20. 

The next classification table will be merged for ease of interpretation. Thus we 

will have classification tablea,b. This table is presented below: 
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Classification Tablea 

 

Observed 

Predicted 

 Survival_status 

Percentage 

correct 

 The patient 

survived 5 years 

or longer 

The patient 

died within 5 

year 

Step 1 Survival_status The patient 

survived 5 

years or 

longer 

215 10 95.6 

The patient 

died within 5 

year 

67 14 17.3 

 Overall percentage    74.8 

a. The cut value is .500 

Table 4.7 

This Classification Tablea,b shows us that this rule allows us to correctly 

classify 14 / 81 = 53% of the subjects where the predicted event (the patient 

survived 5 years or longer) was observed. This is known as the sensitivity of 

prediction, the P(correct | event did occur), that is, the percentage of occurrences 

correctly predicted. We also see that this rule allows us to correctly classify 215 

/ 225 ≈ 97% of the subjects where the predicted event was not observed. This is 

known as the specificity of prediction, the P(correct | event did not occur), that 

is, the percentage of non-occurrences correctly predicted. Overall our 
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predictions were correct 229 out of 306 times, for an overall success rate of 

74.8%. Recall that it was only 73.5% for the model with intercept only. 

We could focus on error rates in classification. A false positive would be 

predicting that the event would occur when, in fact, it did not. Our decision rule 

predicted the patient died within five years in 24 times. That prediction was 

wrong 10 times, for a false positive rate of 10 / 24 = 42%. A false negative 

would be predicting that the event would not occur when, in fact, it did occur. 

Our decision rule predicted a status of patients that survived the 5 years or 

longer 282 times (i.e 306-24). That prediction was wrong 14 times, for a false 

negative rate of 14 / 282 = 5%. 

Hosmer and Lemeshow Test 

Step Chi-square Df Sig. 

1 13.345 8 .101 

Table 4.8 

The Hosmer-Lemeshow tests the null hypothesis that predictions made by the 

model fit perfectly with observed group memberships. Cases are arranged in 

order by their predicted probability on the criterion variable. These ordered 

cases are then divided into ten (usually) groups of equal or near equal size 

ordered with respect to the predicted probability of the target event. For each of 

these groups we then obtain the predicted group memberships and the actual 
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group memberships. The results in a 2 x 10 contingency table as shown below. 

A chi-square statistic is computed comparing the observed frequencies with 

those expected under the linear model. A non-significant chi-square indicates 

that the data fit the model well.  

This procedure suffers from several problems, one of which is that it relies on a 

test of significance. With large sample sizes, the test may be significant, even 

when the fit is good. With small sample sizes it may not be significant, even 

with poor fit. Even Hosmer and Lemeshow no longer recommend its use. 

 Contingency Table for Hosmer and Lemeshow Test 

  

 
Survival_status = The patient 

survived 5 years or longer 

Survival_status = The patient 

died within 5 year  

  Observed Expected Observed Expected Total 

Step 1 1 27 26.264 4 4.736 31 

2 23 25.698 8 5.302 31 

3 28 25.162 3 5.838 31 

4 28 24.647 3 6.353 31 

5 26 24.188 5 6.812 31 

6 27 23.798 4 7.202 31 

 7 19 23.276 12 7.724 31 

 8 21 22.296 10 8.704 31 

    9 16 19.539 15 11.461  31 
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  Survival_status = The patient 

survived 5 years or longer 

Survival_status = The patient 

died within 5 year 

 

  Observed Expected Observed Expected Total 

  10  10 10.132 17 16.868 27 

Table 4.9 

Under Variables in the Equation we are given odds ratio 

Variables in the Equation 

   95% C.I.for EXP(B) 

  Exp(B) Lower Upper 

Step 1a Age_of_patient_at_time

_of_operation 

1.020 .995 1.046 

Patient_year_of_operati

on 

.990 .912 1.075 

Number_of_positive_ax

illary_nodes_detected 

1.092 1.051 1.136 

Constant .155   

a. Variable(s) entered on step 1: Age_of_patient_at_time_of_operation, 

Patient_year_of_operation, Number_of_positive_axillary_nodes_detected. 

Table 4.11 

I will be interpreting the odds ratios: 
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 The 1.020 odds ratio for Age_of_patient_at_time_of_operation indicates 

that the odds of approval are more than cut in half for each one point 

increase in Age_of_patient_at_time_of_operation score. Inverting this 

odds ratio for easier interpretation, for each one point increase on 

Age_of_patient_at_time_of_operation.  

 Patient Year of operation’s effect is smaller, and in the positive direction, 

with a one point increase on the nine-point age of patient at time of 

operation scale being associated with the odds of approving the research 

increasing by a multiplicative factor of .990  

 The odds ratios for the numbers of positive auxiliary nodes detected 

variable, the .1.092 odds ratio means that the odds of approval of the 

number of positive auxiliary nodes detected-testing values are only 1.092 

times.  

4.4.2 Neural Networks Analysis 

Neural network model used: Multilayer Perceptron 

Case Processing Summary 

  N Percent 

Sample Training 212 69.3% 

Testing 94  30.7% 
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 Valid 306 100.0% 

Excluded 0  

Total 306  

Table 4.12 

The above table shows a case summary of 306 instances or cases used in 

this analysis. In this table; training and testing were based on random selection. 

The model tested for 212 and training of 94 cases using on the survival status as 

the dependent variable. And the percentage 69% and 31% (approximated to the 

nearest number from the table above). 

 Model Summary 

Model Summary 

Training Cross Entropy Error 111.687 

Percent Incorrect 

Predictions 

26.4% 

Stopping Rule Used 1 consecutive 

step(s) with no 

decrease in errora 

Training Time 0:00:00.203 

Testing Cross Entropy Error 42.630 

Percent Incorrect 

Predictions 

20.2% 

Dependent Variable: Survival_status 
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Model Summary 

Training Cross Entropy Error 111.687 

Percent Incorrect 

Predictions 

26.4% 

Stopping Rule Used 1 consecutive 

step(s) with no 

decrease in errora 

Training Time 0:00:00.203 

Testing Cross Entropy Error 42.630 

Percent Incorrect 

Predictions 

20.2% 

Dependent Variable: Survival_status 

a. Error computations are based on the testing sample. 

Table 4.13 
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Please see appendix B for the network information. On the table given 

above. 

Classification 

Sample Observed 

Predicted 

The patient 

survived 5 years 

or longer 

The patient died 

within 5 year 

Percent 

Correct 

Training The patient survived 5 years 

or longer 

142 12 92.2% 

The patient died within 5 year 44 14 24.1% 

Overall Percent 87.7% 12.3% 73.6% 

Testing The patient survived 5 years 

or longer 

67 4 94.4% 

The patient died within 5 year 15 8 34.8% 

Overall Percent 87.2% 12.8% 79.8% 

Dependent Variable: Survival_status                                                    Table 4.14 

In the classification table given above, the percentage model training after 

selecting random variables for records 74% as the overall percent. While the 

model was improved to fit with 80%. 

This shows that there model performs well as predicting of the survival status. 

4.3.3 Models Conclusion  

Neural Networks is a better fit model as the prediction rate was more realistic 

over the logistic regression model. 
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Below is the table of the performance of the two models during the training and 

the testing periods. 

Model 

Training (%) Testing (%) 

Patients that 

survived 5 

years or 

long 

Patients 

that died 

within  

5 years 

Overall Patients that 

survived 5 

years or 

long 

Patients 

that died 

within 5 

years 

Overall 

Logistics 

Regression 

73.50 0.00 73.50 95.6 17.30 74.80 

Neural 

Networks 

 92.20 24.10 73.60   94.4 34.80 79.80 

Table 4.15 

The overall predicting percentage for logistic regression is 74.80 which could be 

approximated to 75%, and that of Neural Networks is 79.80% and also could be 

approximated to 80%. This is an approximate of 5% between the two models. 

Showing that Neural Networks does the job better. 
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CHAPTER FIVE 

 

5.0 Conclusion 

Health care classification is a crucial and essential task nowadays for 

medical treatments. Data mining techniques provides facility to design and 

develop predictive model for health care classification. This project explores 

various data mining techniques to design an ensemble model for classification of 

breast cancer related health care data. A testing accuracy of model shows the 

efficiency of ensemble model. 

 

5.1 Recommendation 

Data should not just be recorded in papers and dumped somewhere or 

stored in databases, if at least one of the aims of recording or storing data should 

be implemented, it should include reviewing of the datasets for analysis to show 

the type of information they are representing for necessary actions. 

Medical institutes should highly be concerned on how data are 

represented to the world at large. As these includes the works of data processing 

analyzing them and finalizing them in to meaningful form either in tables, 

charts, short or comprehensive summaries etc. In this case, Data mining in 
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health care should not be under-estimated; it is one of the bedrock in presenting 

data into meaningful information.  

As single model cannot guarantee the save predicting level of a given 

work, Medical Institutes might be wrong in future predictions of the next nature 

of treatment cases, in lieu of this, analyst should therefore explore more data 

mining models in testing their data in order to improve the predictive 

percentage. 
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APPENDIX A 

 

LOGISTIC REGRESSION VARIABLES Survival_status   /METHOD=ENTER 

Age_of_patient_at_time_of_operation Patient_year_of_operation 

Number_of_positive_axillary_nodes_detected   /CLASSPLOT   /CASEWISE OUTLIER(2)   

/PRINT=GOODFIT CI(95)   /CRITERIA=PIN(0.05) POUT(0.10) ITERATE(20) CUT(0.5). 

 

Logistic Regression 

 

 

Notes 

 Output Created 27-Sep-2014 03:55:01 

Comments  

Input Data C:\Users\ADEGBULU\Desktop\A

yo Analysis\Brest cancer for 

Logistic regression.sav 

Active Dataset DataSet1 

Filter <none> 

Weight <none> 

Split File <none> 

N of Rows in Working 

Data File 

306 

Missing Value 

Handling 

Definition of Missing User-defined missing values are 

treated as missing 
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 Syntax LOGISTIC REGRESSION 

VARIABLES Survival_status 

  /METHOD=ENTER 

Age_of_patient_at_time_of_oper

ation Patient_year_of_operation 

Number_of_positive_axillary_no

des_detected 

  /CLASSPLOT 

  /CASEWISE OUTLIER(2) 

  /PRINT=GOODFIT CI(95) 

  /CRITERIA=PIN(0.05) 

POUT(0.10) ITERATE(20) 

CUT(0.5). 

 

Resources Processor Time 0:00:00.016 

Elapsed Time 0:00:00.079 

 

[DataSet1] C:\Users\ADEGBULU\Desktop\Ayo Analysis\Brest cancer for Logistic regression.sav 

 

 

Case Processing Summary 

Unweighted Casesa N Percent 

Selected Cases Included in 

Analysis 

306 100.0 

Missing Cases 0 .0 

Total 306 100.0 

 Unselected Cases 0 .0 
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Total 306 100.0 

a. If weight is in effect, see classification table for the 

total number of cases. 

 

 

Dependent Variable Encoding 

Original Value Internal Value 

The patient survived 5 

years or longer 

0 

The patient died within 

5 year 

1 

 

Block 0: Beginning Block 

 

 

Classification Tablea,b 

 

Observed 

Predicted 

 Survival_status 

 The patient 

survived 5 

years or 

longer 

The patient 

died within 5 

year 

Step 0 Survival_statu

s 

The patient survived 5 

years or longer 

225 0 

The patient died within 

5 year 

81 0 
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a. Constant is included in the model. 

b. The cut value is .500 

 

Classification Tablea,b 

 

Observed 

Predicted 

  

 Percentage 

Correct 

Step 0 Survival_statu

s 

The patient survived 5 

years or longer 

100.0 

The patient died within 

5 year 

.0 

 Overall Percentage 73.5 

a. Constant is included in the model. 

b. The cut value is .500 

 

 

Variables in the Equation 

  B S.E. Wald df Sig. Exp(B) 

Step 0 Constant -1.022 .130 62.166 1 .000 .360 

 

 

Variables not in the Equation 

   Score df Sig. 
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Step 0 Variables Age_of_patient_at_time

_of_operation 

1.413 1 .235 

Patient_year_of_operati

on 

.007 1 .934 

Number_of_positive_axi

llary_nodes_detected 

25.164 1 .000 

 Overall Statistics 27.480 3 .000 

 

Block 1: Method = Enter 

 

 

Omnibus Tests of Model Coefficients 

  Chi-square df Sig. 

Step 1 Step 25.432 3 .000 

Block 25.432 3 .000 

Model 25.432 3 .000 

Now look at the Block 1 output. Here SPSS has added the gender variable as a predictor. Omnibus 

Tests of Model Coefficients gives us a Chi-Square of 25.653 on 1 df, significant beyond .001. This is a 

test of the null hypothesis that adding the gender variable to the model has not significantly 

increased our ability to predict the decisions made by our subjects. 

 

Model Summary 

Step 

-2 Log 

likelihood 

Cox & Snell R 

Square 

Nagelkerke R 

Square 

1 328.256a .080 .116 
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Model Summary 

Step 

-2 Log 

likelihood 

Cox & Snell R 

Square 

Nagelkerke R 

Square 

1 328.256a .080 .116 

a. Estimation terminated at iteration number 4 

because parameter estimates changed by less 

than .001. 

 

 

Hosmer and Lemeshow Test 

Step Chi-square Df Sig. 

1 13.345 8 .101 
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Contingency Table for Hosmer and Lemeshow Test 

  Survival_status = The patient 

survived 5 years or longer 

Survival_status = The patient 

died within 5 year  

  Observed Expected Observed Expected Total 

Step 1 1 27 26.264 4 4.736 31 

2 23 25.698 8 5.302 31 

3 28 25.162 3 5.838 31 

4 28 24.647 3 6.353 31 

5 26 24.188 5 6.812 31 

6 27 23.798 4 7.202 31 

7 19 23.276 12 7.724 31 

8 21 22.296 10 8.704 31 

9 16 19.539 15 11.461 31 

10 10 10.132 17 16.868 27 

 

 

Classification Tablea 

 

Observed 

Predicted 

 Survival_status 

 The patient 

survived 5 

years or 

longer 

The patient 

died within 5 

year 
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Step 1 Survival_statu

s 

The patient survived 5 

years or longer 

215 10 

The patient died within 

5 year 

67 14 

a. The cut value is .500 

 

Classification Tablea 

 

Observed 

Predicted 

  

 Percentage 

Correct 

Step 1 Survival_statu

s 

The patient survived 5 

years or longer 

95.6 

The patient died within 

5 year 

17.3 

 Overall Percentage 74.8 

a. The cut value is .500 
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Variables in the Equation 

   

  B S.E. Wald df Sig. 

Step 1a Age_of_patient_at_time

_of_operation 

.020 .013 2.442 1 .118 

Patient_year_of_operati

on 

-.010 .042 .054 1 .816 

Number_of_positive_axi

llary_nodes_detected 

.088 .020 19.853 1 .000 

Constant -1.862 2.675 .484 1 .487 

a. Variable(s) entered on step 1: Age_of_patient_at_time_of_operation, 

Patient_year_of_operation, Number_of_positive_axillary_nodes_detected. 

 

Variables in the Equation 

   95% C.I.for EXP(B) 

  Exp(B) Lower Upper 

Step 1a Age_of_patient_at_time

_of_operation 

1.020 .995 1.046 

Patient_year_of_operati

on 

.990 .912 1.075 

Number_of_positive_axi

llary_nodes_detected 

1.092 1.051 1.136 

Constant .155   
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Variables in the Equation 

   95% C.I.for EXP(B) 

  Exp(B) Lower Upper 

Step 1a Age_of_patient_at_time

_of_operation 

1.020 .995 1.046 

Patient_year_of_operati

on 

.990 .912 1.075 

Number_of_positive_axi

llary_nodes_detected 

1.092 1.051 1.136 

Constant .155   

a. Variable(s) entered on step 1: 

Age_of_patient_at_time_of_operation, 

Patient_year_of_operation, 

Number_of_positive_axillary_nodes_detected. 

 

 

Casewise Listb 

Case 

 Observed  Temporary Variable 

Selected 

Statusa 

Survival_statu

s Predicted 

Predicted 

Group Resid ZResid 

175 S 1** .933 2 -.933 -3.717 

a. S = Selected, U = Unselected cases, and ** = Misclassified cases. 

b. Cases with studentized residuals greater than 2.000 are listed. 
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APPENDIX B 

 

*Multilayer Perceptron Network. MLP Survival_status (MLEVEL=N) WITH 

Age_of_patient_at_time_of_operation Patient_year_of_operation 

Number_of_positive_axillary_nodes_    detected  /RESCALE COVARIATE=STANDARDIZED   

/PARTITION  TRAINING=7  TESTING=3  HOLDOUT=0   /ARCHITECTURE   AUTOMATIC=YES 

(MINUNITS=1 MAXUNITS=50)   /CRITERIA TRAINING=BATCH OPTIMIZATION=SCALEDCONJUGATE 

LAMBDAINITIAL=0.0000005 SIGMAINITIAL=0.00005 INTERVALCENTER=0 INTERVALOFFSET    =0.5 

MEMSIZE=1000   /PRINT CPS NETWORKINFO SUMMARY CLASSIFICATION SOLUTION   /PLOT 

NETWORK ROC PREDICTED   /STOPPINGRULES ERRORSTEPS= 1 (DATA=AUTO) TRAININGTIMER=ON 

(MAXTIME=15) MAXEPOCHS=AUTO ERRORCHANGE=1.0E-4 ERRORRATIO=0.0010  /MISSING 

USERMISSING=EXCLUDE . 

 

 

Multilayer Perceptron 

 

 

Notes 

 Output Created 27-Sep-2014 03:55:54 

Comments  

Input Data C:\Users\ADEGBULU\Desktop\A

yo Analysis\Brest cancer for 

Logistic regression.sav 

Active Dataset DataSet1 

Filter <none> 

Weight <none> 

Split File <none> 

N of Rows in Working 

Data File 

306 
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Missing Value 

Handling 

Definition of Missing User- and system-missing 

values are treated as missing. 

Cases Used Statistics are based on cases 

with valid data for all variables 

used by the procedure. 

 Weight Handling not applicable 
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Syntax MLP Survival_status 

(MLEVEL=N) WITH 

Age_of_patient_at_time_of_oper

ation Patient_year_of_operation 

Number_of_positive_axillary_no

des_detected 

 /RESCALE 

COVARIATE=STANDARDIZED 

  /PARTITION  TRAINING=7  

TESTING=3  HOLDOUT=0 

  /ARCHITECTURE   

AUTOMATIC=YES 

(MINUNITS=1 MAXUNITS=50) 

  /CRITERIA TRAINING=BATCH 

OPTIMIZATION=SCALEDCONJ

UGATE 

LAMBDAINITIAL=0.0000005 

SIGMAINITIAL=0.00005 

INTERVALCENTER=0 

INTERVALOFFSET=0.5 

MEMSIZE=1000 

  /PRINT CPS NETWORKINFO 

SUMMARY CLASSIFICATION 

SOLUTION 

  /PLOT NETWORK ROC 

PREDICTED 

  /STOPPINGRULES 

ERRORSTEPS= 1 

(DATA=AUTO) 

TRAININGTIMER=ON 

(MAXTIME=15) 

MAXEPOCHS=AUTO 

ERRORCHANGE=1.0E-4 

ERRORRATIO=0.0010 

 /MISSING 

USERMISSING=EXCLUDE . 
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Resources Processor Time 0:00:02.090 

Elapsed Time 0:00:02.215 

 

 

[DataSet1] C:\Users\ADEGBULU\Desktop\Ayo Analysis\Brest cancer for Logistic regression.sav 

 

 

Case Processing Summary 

  N Percent 

Sample Training 212 69.3% 

Testing 94 30.7% 

 Valid 306 100.0% 

Excluded 0  

Total 306  
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Network Information 

Input Layer Covariates 1 Age_of_patient_at_

time_of_operation 

2 Patient_year_of_op

eration 

3 Number_of_positive

_axillary_nodes_det

ected 

 Number of Unitsa 3 

Rescaling Method for 

Covariates 

Standardized 

Hidden 

Layer(s) 

 Number of Hidden 

Layers 

1 

Number of Units in 

Hidden Layer 1a 

3 

Activation Function Hyperbolic tangent 

Output Layer Dependent 

Variables 

1 Survival_status 

 Number of Units 2 

Activation Function Softmax 

Error Function Cross-entropy 

a. Excluding the bias unit 
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Model Summary 

Training Cross Entropy Error 111.687 

Percent Incorrect 

Predictions 

26.4% 

Stopping Rule Used 1 consecutive 

step(s) with no 

decrease in errora 

Training Time 0:00:00.203 

Testing Cross Entropy Error 42.630 

Percent Incorrect 

Predictions 

20.2% 

Dependent Variable: Survival_status 

a. Error computations are based on the testing 

sample. 

 

 

Parameter Estimates 

Predictor 

Predicted 

Hidden Layer 1 

H(1:1) H(1:2) H(1:3) 

Input Layer (Bias) -1.567 .203 -.293 

Age_of_patient_at_time

_of_operation 

.626 .986 -.139 

Patient_year_of_operati

on 

-1.146 -.544 .306 
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Parameter Estimates 

Predictor 

Predicted 

Hidden Layer 1 

H(1:1) H(1:2) H(1:3) 

Input Layer (Bias) -1.567 .203 -.293 

Age_of_patient_at_time

_of_operation 

.626 .986 -.139 

Patient_year_of_operati

on 

-1.146 -.544 .306 

Number_of_positive_axi

llary_nodes_detected 

.406 4.411 -.202 

 

Parameter Estimates 

Predictor 

Predicted 

Output Layer 

[Survival_stat

us=1] 

[Survival_stat

us=2] 

Hidden Layer 

1 

(Bias) -.013 .440 

H(1:1) -.768 .377 

H(1:2) -.087 1.000 

H(1:3) -.520 1.380 
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Classification 

Sample Observed 

Predicted 

The patient 

survived 5 

years or 

longer 

The patient 

died within 5 

year 

Percent 

Correct 

Training The patient survived 5 

years or longer 

142 12 92.2% 

The patient died within 

5 year 

44 14 24.1% 

Overall Percent 87.7% 12.3% 73.6% 

Testing The patient survived 5 

years or longer 

67 4 94.4% 

The patient died within 

5 year 

15 8 34.8% 

Overall Percent 87.2% 12.8% 79.8% 

Dependent Variable: Survival_status 
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Area Under the Curve 

  Area 

Survival_statu

s 

The patient survived 5 

years or longer 

.742 

The patient died within 

5 year 

.742 
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